Re: Extension of the Satellite Bay Remediation Project (Inuvialuit Water Board Type B Water Licence N5L8-1837)

Dear Dr. Adhikari:

Further to your email communications on April 8, 2020, Repsol Oil & Gas Canada Inc. (ROGCI) has now determined a schedule for the completion of the outstanding Final Demobilization Phase of the Satellite Bay Remediation Project (Inuvialuit Water Board (IWB) Type B Water Licence N5L8-1837). We understand that the IWB requires an updated project timeline with scheduling details of activities from ROGCI to review our request for expanding the final project tasks over several seasons.

As described during our earlier communication, ROGCI is proposing to expand the demobilization of all equipment and the temporary camps to a multi-year program to maximize the preferred weather window for flying large aircraft and heavy lift helicopters. ROGCI's approach will break up a large scope of work into multiple smaller segments allowing for tighter controls on safety, risk and costs. Our plans for the remainder of the remediation (post-construction monitoring of the containment structure) and demobilization of equipment and supplies from Satellite Bay are outlined in the following.

**June/July to August 2021:** Satellite Bay containment structure inspection.

This includes:

- mobilization of crew and supplies;
- opening of both winterized temporary camps at Mould Bay and Satellite Bay;
• maintenance of the airstrips (if required);
• inspection of the containment structure (in accordance with the Water Licence);
• implementation of additional grading and repairs (if required);
• environmental sampling (in accordance with the Water Licence);
• winterization of equipment and camps; and
• demobilization of crew and supplies.

June/July to August 2022: Satellite Bay camp demobilization.
This includes:
• mobilization of crew and supplies;
• opening of both winterized temporary camps at Mould Bay and Satellite Bay;
• maintenance of the airstrips (if required);
• inspection of the containment structure (in accordance with the Water Licence);
• implementation of additional grading and repairs (if required);
• environmental sampling (in accordance with the Water Licence);
• tear down and packaging of the temporary camp at Satellite Bay, with the exception of a few tents for emergency use in 2023;
• winterization of equipment stored at Satellite Bay and temporary camp at Mould Bay; and
• demobilization of crew and supplies.

June/July to August 2023: Heavy equipment demobilization from Satellite Bay to Mould Bay
This includes:
• mobilization of crew and supplies;
• opening of winterized temporary camp at Mould Bay and small emergency camp at Satellite Bay;
• maintenance of the airstrips (if required);
• inspection of the containment structure (in accordance with the Water Licence);
• implementation of additional grading and repairs (if required);
• environmental sampling (in accordance with the Water Licence);
• preparing heavy equipment temporarily stored at Satellite Bay for transport;
• heavy equipment demobilization from Satellite Bay to Mould Bay via heavy lift helicopter;
• completion of Satellite Bay camp demobilization;
• winterization of temporary camp at Mould Bay; and
• demobilization of crew and supplies.

June/July to August 2024: Demobilization of all equipment and temporary camp from Mould Bay. This includes:
• mobilization of crew and supplies;
• opening of winterized temporary camp at Mould Bay;
• maintenance of airstrip (if required);
• demobilization of all equipment and temporary camp from Mould Bay; and
• removal of the Mould Bay airstrip improvement tiles.

The above tasks will be carried out in accordance with all permits, licences and authorizations issued for this project and its expansion, including detailed annual reporting. ROGCI is in continuous contact with all regulators and will apply for permit extensions and new permits well prior to their expiry.

At the beginning of each field season, ROGCI will provide a more detailed schedule of activities planned to be completed during the upcoming season and at end of each field season we will provide a summary of accomplished tasks (as part of the annual reporting requirements). ROGCI will evaluate the project after each field season and we may adjust the schedule based on progress, weather and site conditions.

We hope that we have provided the IWB with the necessary information to review our proposed expansion of the Final Demobilization Phase of the Satellite Bay Remediation Project. Please contact us if you require additional details.

Sincerely,

Julie Thompson, P. Eng.
Asset Decommissioning Supervisor
Ph (403)-237-1923
Cell (403)-660-9743
jthompson@repsol.com